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B = 2.5T

Detector DE 60keV FWHM

Target thickness 0.125 mg/cm2

Estimated DQ = 110 keV FWHM

HELIOS principle – ISOLDE Solenoidal Spectrometer (ISS)
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ISS-HELIOS-TPC mode of operation

ISS vessel contains gas, e.g. 50 torr D2, in electric field E parallel to B

From x, y, z’ can deduce z

Equivalent C2D4 target thickness 0.67 mg/cm2

Estimated DQ = 80 keV FWHM (after correction for energy loss in gas)

Can use H2, D2 (no carbon), N2, 3,4He (with 5% CO2), possibly 3H2

MSU AT-TPC Micromegas
x, y from pad position
z’ from time of flight (< 10ms)

Dream of ISOL-SRS: 224Ra(d,d’), Si DE 10keV, beam manipulated, 12.5 torr (≡ 0.17 mg/cm2 C2D4), DQ = 28 keV



luminosity = beam intensity x target thickness x efficiency

beam intensity limited by:

maximum average rate of target elastics, say 103/s

maximum instantaneous rate of target elastics, say 1/ms

maximum beam intensity available from post-accelerator

Luminosity comparison
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22Mg(a,p) (B=2.5T, R=35cm)                            206Hg(d,p) (B=2.5T, R=35cm)                               146Ce(d,d’) (B=2.5T, R=45cm)



Tracking – how much?

For reactions such as (d,p) and (a,p), ylab > 900 :

z’ (pad 2) < z’ (pad 1), otherwise reject

For reactions such as (d,d’) ylab < 900 :

reaction vertex, pad 1, and Si detector define circle

check diameter of circle from E4 and z

pad 3

pad 2 

pad 1

reaction vertex

Si detector

2prpad = 350 mm

simulations assume: 
3mm pitch, Dz = 1mm FWHM



R. Raabe et al. (Leuven) have built the active target 

SpecMAT that sits inside the magnet volume of the ISS

D. Bazin, Y. Ayyad et al. (MSU) have developed the AT-TPC 

spectrometer that resides inside a magnetic field as part of 

SOLARIS, at ReA3/FRIB

A. Laird et al. (York) have constructed the active target 

TACTIC, installed at TRIUMF

Collaborations




